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Gamma Solutions introduce the TopVox TopSPEECH BlueMaster the next stage in
Voice picking solutions.
Melbourne May 3, 2011 – Gamma Solutions are pleased to announce the latest
development from TopVox, market leader in Voice Technology; the TopSPEECH
BlueMaster headset.
TopVox BlueMaster headset works with the TopSPEECH-Lydia innovative voice picking
solution to improve the efficiency and safety by eliminating the cables normally used with
the headsets.
The BlueMaster headset has audio broadband transmission to work with top-SPEECHLydia ensuring that the high quality of voice recognition is maintained. In this solution
NoiceMaster from TopVox is also utilised to eliminate the background noise which can
often hinder the process when other voice solutions are used. Using the NoiseMaster
noise filtering system, noises above 94dB can be eliminated. Other features of the
TopSPEECH-BlueMaster include the ablility of the device to be worn on either side
depending on your preference and weighs only 230g.
“The TopVox BlueMaster headset has many great features but I believe one of the best
is the battery life” says Northern Region Sales Manager Glenn Batten, “The headset
comes with a 750mAh replaceable battery which has between 15 and 20 hours battery
life which is enough for 2 standard shifts.”

About Gamma Solutions
Gamma Solutions Pty Ltd (www.gammasolutions.com) is an Australian owned company,
based in Melbourne, with offices in Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth. Founded in
1992, the company provides all the components of a mobile computing, RFID and data
collection systems such as portable terminals, barcode scanners, barcode printers,
wireless networks, middleware software and implementation services. Gamma
Solutions is an Intermec Honour partner and IPSP, a Cisco Select partner, Zebra
Partnersfirst and an LXE authorised partner and authorise repair centre, TopVox Premier
Partner and a Datalogic reseller. Gamma Solutions is a company committed to providing
quality, practical and flexible solutions to meet the needs of its customers

